
KIDWARE grades preK - 2 

KIDWARE is a set of seventeen cross-curricular software programs within an 
easy-to-use interface that promotes independent computer use in a classroom 
setting. Designed specifically for 3 to 7 year olds, KIDWARE offers open-ended 
problem-solving experiences that support the use of the computer as a medium 
of exploration and discovery. The 17 children's software programs are organized 
into five levels for ease of introduction. This organizational structure supports 
young children's development as they experiment with colors and shapes, create 
personalized neighborhood environments, practice counting, explore letters and 
words, compose music and much more. 
 
KIDWARE offers teachers and learners a set of flexible tools that support prob-
lem-solving and stimulate creativity, thus enriching brain connections. The re-
sulting technology environment incorporates individualization and assessment  
as essential elements of student achievement. KIDWARE has been used across 
the country in these environments: 
 
          - Title I Programs               - ESL and Bilingual Classrooms 
          - Special Ed Students          - Public and Primary Schools 
          - Kindergartens                  - State Funded Preschool Programs 
          - Head Starts                     - Family Literacy Programs 
 

KIDWARE software provides dozens of extensive 
classroom management software tools and materi-
als that enables the teacher to customize computer 
experiences to suit the needs and interests of your 
students while making it easy to monitor and track 
their learning. 
 
The programs facilitate partnering at the computer 
and the inclusion of children with special needs. 
KIDWARE correlates to state/local curriculum     

objectives and readily integrates into all classroom learning areas. KIDWARE   
is available in bilingual English/Spanish, English/Vietnamese or English/Finnish 
to support your English as a Second Language students. 

Level One Programs 
Fun with Animals 
Electronic Easel 
I Can Count the Petals of a 
Flower 
 

Level Two Programs 
Neighborhoods: 
  Farm 
  City 
  Alaskan Village 
  Island 
 

Level Three Programs 
Fun with Letters and Words 
Mural Maker 
Electronic Builder 
 
Level Four Programs 
Music Maker 
KidWare Writer 
 

Level Five Programs 
Face Maker 
Aquarium 
Tool Kit for Kids (Speech 
Saver and Slide Show) 
 
The Teacher Utility 
- Teacher reports reflect  
  student interests & pro-   
  vide additional activities   
  to practice concepts 
- Parent reports summa- 
   rize child’s progress &  
   provide extension ideas 
- Customizing the software 
   allows teachers to adjust   
   programs availability and    
   program levels to accom- 
   modate specific abilities,  
   interests, languages  
   & themes 

 

KidWare, designed to extend the principles of brain-based 
learning and student-centered instruction to technology, 

has been the winner of  numerous awards. 
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 Open-ended and exploratory in 
nature, KIDWARE’s 17 software  
    programs enhance children's  
       language usage, cooperative     
         learning & social interactions  
          while stimulating creativity &  
            problem-solving abilities. 


